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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.
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[English Version]
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
1. Mark the correct answer (any ten) :

1×10

(a) Which sense-object contact is used in the perception of the colour of the jar (gha ar pa)?
(i) Sa yoga

(ii) Samyukta-samav ya

(iii) Samav ya

(iv) Samaveta-samav ya.

(b) Which hetv bhasa occurs if there is absence of the quality of being present in sapak a in hetu?
(i) Viruddha
(iii) V dhita

(ii) Asiddha
(iii) Savyabhic ra.

(c) ‘Gagan ravinda surabhi aravindatv t’ (The sky lotus is fragrant since it has lotusness)— which
hetv bh sa occurs in this inference?
(i) Satpratipak a
(iii) Viruddha

(ii) Asiddha
(iv) None of these.
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(d) Which one is an example of satpratipak a
(i) Sound is eternal, since it has audibleness
(ii) Sound is a quality, since it has visibleness
(iii) Sound is eternal, since it has soundness
(iv) None of these.
(e) According to Ny ya theory the number of characteristics of a valid middle term is :
(i) Four types
(iii) Six types

(ii) Five types
(iv) Three types.

(f) How many types of fallacies of ambiguity are mentioned by Copi?
(i) Three types
(iii) Five types

(ii) Four types
(iv) Six types.

(g) Of which kind of fallacy is Argumentum ad populum (appeal the to emotion)?
(i) Fallacy of ambiguity
(iii) Fallacy of weak induction

(ii) Fallacy of relevance
(iv) None of these.

(h) Which kind of fallacy occurs in the argument in which threatening argument of applying power for
conceding the conclusion is used?
(i) Petitio Principii (Begging the question)
(ii) Argument ad hominem (Against the person)
(iii) Argument ad baculum (The appeal to force)
(iv) Argument ad verecundiam (Appeal to inappropriate authority).
(i) What is the characteristic of the language of law?
(i) Informative
(iii) Directive

(ii) Expressive
(iv) None of these.

(j) The assailant has stabbed a man with a knife and the man has died. Which type of condition is
stabbing with a knife in relation to death?
(i) Sufficient condition
(iii) Sufficient-necessary condition

(ii) Necessary condition
(iv) None of these.

(k) How is it possible to show the probability in judging legal affairs?
(i) As numerical ratio or fraction
(ii) As a value of probability favoured by witness and evidence
(iii) As decimal value like ·62 or ·85 etc.
(iv) None of these.
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(l) In a legal investigation whether the death of a patient has occurred due to doctor’s carelessness,
it is concluded that the doctor did precisely what is normally done in treating such diseases. Which
kind of argument is used here?
(i) Analogical argument
(ii) Deductive argument
(iii) Scientific induction
(iv) None of these.
2. Answer in brief (any five) :
(a) What is hetv bh sa? What are the two meanings of the word ‘hetv bh sa’? Write in brief. 2+3
(b) Explain, with examples, B dhita hetv bh sa.

5

(c) Show, with illustrations, the difference between civil cases and criminal cases.

5

(d) What is meant by stipulative definition? Discuss the critical role of stipulative definition in law with
example.
2+3
(e) Explain in brief why the legal method of enquiry is said to be similar to the inductive method of
enquiry.
5
(f) ‘Determining the correct rule of law.’— Discuss briefly.

5

(g) How are premises and conclusion of a deductive argument used in resolving a legal dispute?
— Explain.
5
(h) Which logical fallacies have occurred in the following passages and why? (any two).

2½×2

(i) There is no such thing as knowledge which cannot be carried into practice, for such knowledge
is really no knowledge at all.
(ii) Croesus, the king of Lydia, prayed for divine assistance before beginning his war against the
kingdom of Persia. He uttered, “If Croesus starts war against Cyrus”, at once came the
oracle, “he would destroy a mighty kingdom”. Delighted Croesus went to war. Lydia was
destroyed, not Cyrus.
(iii) Sir, please make a raise in my pay. I can hardly manage to feed my children with the salary
you provide. And my youngest child must have an operation if he is ever to walk without
crutches.
3. Answer any three questions :
(a) What do you understand by ‘pak at ’? Why is pak at
— Discuss.

needed in the definition of anumiti?
5+10

(b) How many types of ordinary sense-object contacts are there and what are those? Explain each
type with examples.
5+10
(c) What is ‘Fallacy of relevance’ in western logic? Explain and give examples of any four types of
fallacy of relevance.
3+(3×4)
(d) How do the fallacies of logic become effective in law? Discuss in this connection any two fallacies
with suitable examples and show how do they prove to be good arguments.
3+6+6
(e) Discuss, with an example of law of libel, how legal rules are identified, formulated and applied.
15

